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Abstract: Knowledge learning and diffusion have long been discussed in the literature on the
dynamics of industrial clusters, but recent literature provides little evidence for how different
actors serve as knowledge brokers in the upgrading process of apprentice-based clusters, and does
not dynamically consider how to preserve the sustainability of these clusters. This paper uses
empirical evidence from an antique furniture manufacturing cluster in Xianyou, Fujian Province,
in southeastern China, to examine the growth trajectory of the knowledge learning system of an
antique furniture manufacturing cluster. It appears that the apprentice-based learning system is
crucial during early stages of the cluster evolution, but later becomes complemented and relatively
substituted by the role of both local governments and focal outsiders. This finding addresses the
context of economic transformation and provides empirical insights into knowledge acquisition in
apprentice-based clusters to question the rationality based on European and North American cases,
and to provide a broader perspective for policy makers to trigger and sustain the development of
apprentice-based clusters.

Keywords: local learning; knowledge brokers; apprentice-based clusters; antique furniture
manufacturing; China

1. Introduction

The emphasis on studying the knowledge management of industrial clusters has gradually shifted
to cluster knowledge transference and knowledge channels in knowledge networks [1]. As a channel
for acquiring and improving crafts and skills, apprenticeship systems have had much significance to
local, traditional, craft-based clusters. In some of the traditional industries of developed countries,
apprenticeship training has experienced significant decline over the last three decades [2], however,
it is still promoted due to its orientation on firm-specific skills and its lower, staggered investment
profile [3]. Moreover, in the newly emerging cultural creative clusters in developing countries
(such as Dafen Oil Painting Village in Shenzhen, China [4]), apprenticeship is also a fundamental
means of local knowledge transfer within the cluster. This is the so-called apprentice-based cluster
(“ABC” in abbreviation), characterized by high levels of non-market coordination and regulated
through consensus between employers, trade unions and government [5]. Many traditional ABCs
in these countries have relied on family-owned workshops or small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), and knowledge has mainly been shared between family members and passed down over
many generations.
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However, many of the theories on the knowledge dynamics associated with creative industry are
based upon high-tech or service sectors like the design and film industries [6,7]. This has resulted in
a relative dearth of understanding on the learning system within sectors that fall into the category
of “creative industry”, but are qualitatively different from those sectors that are often found in
the metropolitan areas of an advanced economy. Biased empirical grounding could further skew
theorization forming “urban bias” [7]. Both issues have been noticed and criticized in some recent
works on craft-based creative industries, or on creative economies in rural or other less advanced
settings [8,9]. This paper examines an antique furniture manufacturing cluster in rural China, which
could be projected as a continuation of such scholarly tendencies.

In addition, much attention has been paid to knowledge learning systems mainly derived from
high-tech and creative clusters in developed countries [1], rather than craft industries in the ABCs.
Asian experiences from traditional industrial clusters (ABCs in particular) have made little contribution
to this research. It is currently considered that contexts are the outcome of cluster history, and that they
in turn shape the potential trajectory of a cluster [10]. Therefore, this paper focuses on ABCs within
the context of Chinese economic transformation, a subject worthy of great consideration, but which
has been generally overlooked in the related research [11].

Since the end of the Cold War, together with other emerging economies such as India and
Brazil, China has strengthened its position on the world stage as the “factory of the world” due
to its economic growth and institutional transformation. However, in recent times China has been
facing increasing labor costs and competition from other developing countries [12,13], and both
foreign-firm-dominating clusters and domestic-firm-driving cities have been attempting to make
economic structural adjustments and industrial upgrades, in order to construct a “creative society”
and sustain regional competitive advantages [14]. In short, China is at a critical stage of switching from
a pattern of a high growth rate but low growth quality, to one of growth with high quality. In such
a transition, it is important to document not only the changes within traditional sectors, but also to
those within the new economy sectors [15]. It is hoped that the new economy sectors will serve as a
new engine for China’s further growth. However, it is also very true that ABCs have been significantly
under-represented in the literature surrounding “new economies”. Lacking other new channels of
knowledge creation and transmission, ABCs have encountered serious challenges to the inherence
and innovation of local traditional crafts and skills, and have declined in local sustainability [16].
The greatest challenge faced by ABCs is the closure of kinship knowledge learning systems. To open
up this closed knowledge system, it is urgent for ABCs to update their knowledge learning systems by
means of a knowledge broker capable of building new knowledge channels and of reconstructing the
regional advantages of ABCs.

Above all, this paper would contribute to the debate surrounding China’s current economic
transition from “made in China” to “create in China” from the standpoint of knowledge learning
system changes on ABCs. It thus addresses the following research questions: (1) How to break the
relatively closed knowledge system of an ABC through knowledge brokers, while still preserving
the sustainability of a traditional ABC within the context of economic transformation in emerging
economies like China? (2) How can knowledge brokers play a dynamic role in the cluster learning
process? In the next section, review the literature on knowledge learning systems, especially knowledge
brokers. Section 3 introduces the research method and a case study, the antique furniture manufacturing
(AFM) cluster in Xianyou County, Fujian Province, China. Section 4 describes the evolution processes
of the knowledge learning system in the AFM cluster. Section 5 offers theoretical discussions and
policy implications.

2. Literature Review

In the current knowledge-based economy, traditional production factors are currently no longer
enough to sustain the competitive advantage of an industrial cluster (IC); knowledge is being called
on to play a key role [17]. Over the past 20 years, four key approaches to knowledge systems have
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been discussed: (1) the knowledge-based approach; (2) the Science-Technology-Innovation (STI)
and Doing-Using-Interacting (DUI) modes of innovation; (3) the regional innovation systems (RIS)
concept; and (4) the local buzz and global pipelines argument [1]. However, the core weaknesses of
these approaches are that they are mainly derived from innovation and creative clusters in Europe
and North America, which cannot be transplanted to developing economies. In addition, empirical
studies on the connections between actors focus to a very large extent on standardized indicators of
innovation activities, such as patent data, R&D employment or expenditures et al.; whereas within the
context of ABCs, these indicators are not easily valued, and the importance of the individual, as well
their personal learning networks, tends to be neglected. Since many ABCs are transforming into
innovational or creative clusters, how their knowledge learning system changes during the process
needs reconsideration.

2.1. Learning System of ABCs

Unlike the common utilization of mass production and the heavy reliance on machine tools
in some manufacturing sectors, industries within ABCs mainly need delicate handicraft skills [9].
The apprentice system is still pervasive and widespread in developing countries. It is basically a
small scale, cottage sector, to a great extent passed from generation to generation, and has solved the
socio-economic problems of both the rural and the county economy at large [18]. In the typical case of
Houli’s Saxophone Cluster in Taiwan, the knowledge and skills of saxophone production have mainly
been passed down between family members, relatives and close friends. Kinship can be seen as the
main knowledge channel for ABCs.

A line of literature also addresses the function of kinship in maintaining links to the place of
origin. In a case study of the diamond-cutting industry in India, Henn highlights that global pipelines
established by family businesses are selective, and family networks of transnational entrepreneurs
may form global pipelines [19]. Nelly and Bontis reported that strong family ties are needed to
transmit idiosyncratic knowledge, and they found that changes in kinship and interactions between
individuals, the family, and business networks affect knowledge transfer and the nature and flow of
shared information [20]. Mustafa and Chen classified family members into four categories according
to social distance and found evidence of knowledge support from immediate, extended, and distant
family members, which showed that knowledge is transferable through kinship and family ties [21].
These findings indicate that knowledge can flow informally through space driven by family ties.
The family tie-based relationships are long lasting, require frequent contact to be activated, and
provide capital, labor, emotional, and knowledge-based support to the ABCs.

However, it is argued that localized learning is not enough to sustain the longstanding innovation
capability of a place. Kinship limits knowledge sharing among family members, as shown by early
work in the high-tech industry in Silicon Valley, the film industry in Los Angeles, and the Swedish
biotechnology and Irish software industries [22,23]. The close-knit kinship and apprenticeship-based
network retard the knowledge spillover to some extent, and the apprentice-based clusters have
become lethargic in adapting to changing environments, and locked into increasingly less dynamic
development paths [4]. To avoid this lock-in danger, it is vital to discuss which actors could serve
as a pipeline for knowledge flow between a place and the outside world, and also help the place to
avoid being locked in the negative effects of over-dependency on kinship-based learning in ABCs.
As a result, more and more researchers have shed light on the importance of knowledge brokers.

2.2. Main Body and Functions of Knowledge Brokers

Knowledge brokers can be understood as persons or organizations that facilitate the creation,
sharing, and use of knowledge [24]. Nowadays, the concept of knowledge brokers seems to be
growing in importance in a variety of areas [25], such as “boundary spanning knowledge broker’
for engineers [26], and academic brokers in the scientific fields” [27]. Some studies even argue that
“knowledge brokering is a fundamental characteristic of postmodern professionals” [28]. Meyer made
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a brief introduction that stated that the notion of knowledge broker, the place of brokering, theorization
regarding the practice of brokering, and the broker’s position are the most frequently asked questions
about knowledge brokers in the literature [29]. In view of the two core questions to be studied,
this paper focuses on the main body and function of knowledge brokers.

Scholars argue that knowledge brokers might be individuals [30–33] or organizations [34–37].
In practical terms, universities, R&D facilities, financial agencies and even whole countries are said
to act as knowledge brokers [27]. These agencies might seem to have little influence on ABCs, but
it is important to not neglect that knowledge brokers tend to be invisible and take place “back
stage” [38] (p. 361). Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider the role of local governments in ABCs,
which can also take on the responsibility of knowledge transfer as a knowledge broker. Commonly,
governments develop the culture and infrastructure to support academic entrepreneurship and the
commercialization of technology by establishing public research institutions [39]. Some also argue
that governments can promote the development of intermediate or networking organizations [40] and
support the collaborative system by establishing social ties and trust by promoting interaction and
engagement [41]. These ties could bring about an improvement in the knowledge capacity of local
firms within the cluster. Moreover, temporary clusters, such as trade fairs, professional exhibitions, and
conferences, have been proved to be effective channels for external learning [42]. However, the role of
local government, especially in developing countries, has been neglected. Some researchers point out
that governments have limited capacity to establish successful industrial policies and argue that the
success of governments at facilitating clusters is questionable, as shown by the case of Houli [9].

Classic perspectives on industrial clusters views knowledge as circulating spontaneously [43], and
highlight the presence of focal firms within industrial clusters playing a leading role in the transmission
of technology and knowledge [44,45]. The presence of focal firms in a cluster substantially increases
knowledge spillover at the local level, both by creating technologically-advanced new knowledge, and
by favoring the absorption and dissemination of external knowledge into the cluster [46]. In addition,
focal firms perform searching and translating functions to acquire external knowledge, which they
convey to neighboring firms facing knowledge-related disadvantages due to a lack of external
connections, and thus link the region with the outside world [28]. Here, we should not neglect
one type of focal firm, namely the focal outsider, which can refer to (1) focal firms from outside the
cluster location; or (2) local focal firms that are at the forefront of their field but act as a “layman” for a
new sector they enter later. The latter is referred to here. The focal outsider does not understand the
industry’s knowledge and skills, and is seemingly unable to effectively assume the role of gatekeeper.
In turn, they will be more willing to pool together the different forms of knowledge, transforming
them into a new knowledge, and virtually assuming the role of knowledge gatekeeper. It is worthy to
study whether a focal outsider is a spoiler or an integrator in an industrial cluster.

Most studies recognize the key function of knowledge brokers as bridging organizations or
gatekeepers that mediate the flow of knowledge and information between two unconnected actors [47].
Some identified functions even transcend the more typical mediating functions, including various
combinations of functions and roles [48]. Hargadon and Sutton suggest two functions related to
their network position: transferring and combining knowledge [49]. Other authors focus more
on gatekeepers and identify three functions: searching external knowledge, transcoding it, and
sharing it internally [50]. Oldham and McLean expanded the knowledge broker into three roles,
namely knowledge managers, linkage agents, and capacity builders [51]. Boari and Riboldazzi
developed the brokerage typology, including the coordinator (participants and the broker are from
the same community), representative (one participant deliberates over exchanges with “outsiders”),
the gatekeeper (the broker acts like a link between outsiders and members), the liaison (the broker is
an outsider who links communities together during exchange and deliberation) and the cosmopolitan
(a member of a community acts like a broker between members of other communities) [52]. Brokers
can play these roles in different functions, which is not a simple functional classification. Therefore,
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it is necessary to explore when and how knowledge brokers play a dynamic role in the upgrading
process of an industrial cluster.

3. Empirical Context and Methodology

3.1. Study Area

This paper uses empirical evidence from an AFM cluster in Xianyou County, Fujian Province,
in southeastern coastal China (Figure 1), to test how different local knowledge brokers are interwoven
with cluster development. We use Xianyou as a typical case because it is famous for its traditional
crafts, has a dominant share in the domestic market, and represents an endogenous cluster in rural
China. Being short of natural resources, Xianyou County used to depend heavily on agriculture. It has
made great progress in local development since the 1980s with its burgeoning AFM cluster. Rapid
development has taken place in the cluster since the mid-2000s, and the annual production value has
climbed from 0.5 billion RMB in 2006 to 30 billion RMB in 2013, a 60-fold increase (Figure 2). The value
added by this AFM accounted for 40 percent of the GDP in Xianyou, and its furniture manufacturing
represented 60 percent of the domestic market share in 2013. In 2015, Xianyou has more than 2600 AFM
firms with 120,000 employees, which mainly distribute in the Duwei, Daji, Bangtou villages (Figure 1).
Xianyou was named “Chinese Classical Furniture Capital” and is one of the three largest rosewood
classical furniture manufacturing bases in China (the other two are Dacheng in Hebei Province and
Dayong in Guangdong Province).
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3.2. Methodology

One of the main authors of this article comes from Xianyou County and has witnessed the
transitions of the cluster over time, and the use of the local dialect during field research was helpful
when contacting local firms and communicating with residents. The case study included a total of three
rounds. We conducted an exploratory interview at the beginning, and derived this paper’s focus from
the responses of these initial interviewees. Once a clear research direction was identified, we conducted
two rounds of follow up interviews to unpack the specificity of the two types of knowledge brokers:
the government and outside firms. The main issues covered in all three rounds of interviews were the
various mechanisms through which knowledge is transferred and innovation is provoked.

The first round of investigation was initiated in 2011. During one month of extensive fieldwork,
6 technical experts, 4 AFM firm owners, and 2 local government officials were interviewed to collect
information about the history and status of the local AFM industry, and the learning activities within
and beyond the cluster. The interviewees were identified by personal recommendation, and they were
highly respected in local professional fields. Each interview lasted a minimum of 45 min.

In 2012, 44 firms of various sizes were visited. Large and medium sized firms with a staff of
more than 100 people were selected and then contacted among the name list made by the authors
according to the initial interviews, and eventually nine firms accepted the invitation for an interview.
Through random sampling on the main streets of Xianyou County, the authors got the permission of
13 small firms with a staff of less than 100, and 22 family-owned factories with a staff of less than 20,
to participate in a semi-structured interview. The basic information of these 44 interviewed firms is
listed in Table 1. This fieldwork aims to gather more detailed information on internal learning within a
firm, knowledge brokers within the cluster and their roles in changes in knowledge transfer among
local firms and that between local and trans-local sources. This information was obtained through
conversations of at least one hour with each owner or manager of the 44 firms. Key points from all the
interviews were recorded for repeated analysis. Other sources of data were collected including local
government working reports, local newspapers, and television interview programs.

Table 1. Information from interviewed AFM firms in Xianyou County.

Staff Size No. Location No. Registered Years No.

≥301 3 Jiaowei 6 ≥10 5
101–300 6 Duwei 7 5–10 10
21–100 13 Daji 10 3–5 19
≤20 22 Shima 4 <3 10

Bangtou 17

Sales Modes No. Targeted Market No. Production Mode No.

Self-operating marketing channels 24 Local 14 Traditional hand-made 19
Professional sales agencies 8 First tier cities 9 Modern large-scale prodution 9

Depending on local other AFM firms 10 All over the country 21 Transitional production 16
others 2

The third round of the survey was conducted in February 2014. To assess changes in production
value, apprentice system and knowledge channels in the cluster, we made an in-depth interview with
15 representative firms, approximately 1/3 of them being from the 44 firms interviewed in 2012. All the
interviewed firms are coded with their title’s initials.

3.3. Knowledge of the AFM Cluster

The AFM cluster in Xianyou is a prime case for the investigation of knowledge system upgrading.
With its traditional hands-on production, the AFM is a typical apprentice-based industry. Most local
AFM-related knowledge has been passed down for generations through learning-by-doing and
learning-by-monitoring among craftsmen. According to the survey, besides a large investment in
high-priced rosewood, the two most crucial sets of knowledge that determined entrepreneurial
potential and a firm’s performance in the initial stage of the cluster were manufacturing know-how
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(about material identifying, carving, and assembling) and market status. The local manufacturing
chain was separated into six processes; the skills or knowledge contained in each process are listed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Manufacturing processes and skill requirement of antique furniture in Xianyou.

Process Skills and Knowledge Skill Structure
of Apprentices Learning Time

1. Raw material preparation of selecting raw materials (including
choice of wood) Mostly MA, some SMA At least two or three years

2. Wood repair
of cracking off, repairing defective/cracked
timber by filling with pieces cut to fit the
size, color, and pattern of the defect

Mostly MA At least two or three years

3. Carving of cutting raw materials into the rough
shape of each component MA only At least three years

4. Mechanical processing of extending the pattern Mostly FA Almost half year

5. Burnishing and polishing of burnishing and polishing the final piece Mostly FA Several weeks

6. Installing of combining different parts into one piece Mostly ML, some SMA
and FA Half a year

Source: Structured questionnaire in 2012. MA (mature apprentices), skilled apprentices who can work
independently on all steps in the process; SMA (semi-mature apprentices), skilled apprentices who can work
independently on part of the process; FA (fresh apprentices), apprentices who work on the simplest processes
under the guidance of others.

Among the six processes mentioned above, raw material preparation and carving are considered
the most knowledge-intensive. The former requires knowledge about redwood structure and patterns
and cutting skills to make the best use of raw materials. Because of the high price of redwood resources,
even small mistakes can cause huge losses for the workshops. Carving skill and artistic talent are
needed to shape raw materials into specific components according to the product design. The last three
processes in Table 2 require relatively little know-how and creativity; novice workers can perform
them independently after several weeks’ training.

In the hand-made stage, for an apprentice to learn all the processes usually requires a long
time, at least more than five years. Whereas the market demand is relatively stable, with handmade
furniture preferred by the rich, the raw materials are always expensive, giving apprentices fewer
chances for practical operations and extend the time required for learning-by-doing. However, with
recent developments in modern furniture technology, the market-orientation has also changed from
high-end to common consumers who do not value handmade skills as much, and as a result, the antique
furniture skills require less time to learn. It is during this process—of ABCs facing a transition brought
on by technological advancements—that the role of knowledge brokers began to be emphasized.

4. Development Path of Knowledge Learning in the AFM Clusters in Xianyou

4.1. Phase I: Indigenous Creation and Kinship-Based Learning Systems

4.1.1. Kinship as a Facilitating Channel for Initial Knowledge Learning

The idea that the dynamics and complexity of kinship bonds affect the learning processes of
industrial clusters have addressed in several studies [12]. The establishment of family-owned AFM
firms and their spinoffs contributed to the origin of the cluster. Local firms and individuals had frequent
face-to-face communication, and an “industrial atmosphere” prevailed. Their spinoffs contributed to
the origins of the cluster. All the spinoffs basically inherit their mother firm’s production technology
and operation routines, and their kinship and then apprentice relationship informally construct a
kind of local knowledge community, comprised of local firms and individuals. However, this alone
did not facilitate the spillover of valuable knowledge. Our fieldwork revealed that in the initial
stage, the diffusion of core know-how and useful information in furniture manufacture was limited
to kinship networks, which acted as a bridge combining neighboring AFM firms that had related
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founders, and that these networks also acted as a wall that separated firms and limited professional
knowledge sharing. Generally, a workshop and its spinoffs constitute a dependent “kingdom of skills”,
with different workshops rarely exchanging information and knowledge.

Traditionally, close kinship with owners of AFM firms or experienced craftsmen was a prerequisite
for an individual beginning a career in the AFM industry. Even within firms, workers do not have
equal opportunities to obtain knowledge. It is common for young craftsmen to work independently on
mold carving, while older workers perform installation or detailing. On-site interviews revealed that
the closer biological relationship a worker has with the owner, the more trust he can gain, and therefore
the more opportunities he has to learn core skills. In YBF, an AFM firm with a typically traditional
operation system in Bangtou Village, a 23-year-old craftsman, the owner’s son, said, “You know,
rosewood is very expensive so it must be cut correctly, which requires excellent skill. Either my father or I must
be here every day to be in charge of raw material preparation. My father taught me the cutting skills one-on-one,
and now I am quite good at this (process). No one else in the firm could do it properly”. Meanwhile, other
craftsmen interviewed from YBF complained that they cannot acquire the most highly paid skills,
simply “because we have no (close) kinship with the owner or the experienced craftsmen”.

As the core of a family-owned firm’s competitiveness, crucial skills are often kept within the
family. The craftsman-owner and other experienced craftsmen intentionally inhibit the acquisition of
knowledge by new workers who are not biologically related, by subtle behaviors such as maintaining
separate rooms for key processes to prevent observation, by assigning these workers easier steps, and
by offering less useful advice. As the owner of SF mentioned in the interview of 2014, almost all of the
entrepreneurs in Bangtou Village were born into aristocratic woodcarving families going back at least
four or five generations.

Such kinship-based knowledge diffusion primarily occurs for two reasons. First, in agrarian
communities with scarce natural resources, some individuals derive their income from special skills.
Core AFM-related skills acquired over generations are valued as a family heritage, and the original
creativity is protected by traditional transmission channels, i.e., inheritance. Teaching core knowledge
to individuals outside of the family can lead to increased competition. Second, learning by doing
within a family-owned firm is a traditional pathway of local skill training. Such in-house training can
provide owners with an economic return in the form of training fees, as well as inexpensive or even
free labor (young people that are unrelated to the industry owners must pay for their apprenticeship).

In addition, apprentices often perform extra household tasks and give gifts to owners on
traditional Chinese holidays such as Spring Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, and Mid-autumn Day.
As their skills increase, apprentices can get paid more; eventually, some leave to establish their own
workshops if they have enough capital and customer resources. Therefore, owners generally prolong
the learning process in order to gain a return on their investment in this informal in-house training.
The importance of kinship in knowledge flow was emphasized in the knowledge creation stage and the
familial network acts as a socialization tool that influences the intensity of engagement of individuals
to the family [53].

4.1.2. Limits in Apprentice-Based Learning System of the AFM Clusters

Since local demand is limited in the initial stages, craft entrepreneurs build and rely heavily on
trans-local connections with relatives who immigrated to other cities, to establish opportunities for
new business. Therefore, among skilled craftsmen, only those with extensive external connections are
likely to succeed in their AFM businesses. Preexisting long-distance networks with migrants of local
origin provide a crucial channel for local industry to reach outside markets. These migrants purchase
products and provide valuable feedback.

However, at the end of the formation stage, the Xianyou cluster experienced local lock-in and
lacked communication with the outside. As one interviewee from BJJ mentioned, “People were satisfied
by the profit made by firms of this size and did not want to further expand through continued investment and
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sustainable innovation. They were afraid of potential loss in competitiveness due to expansion to new markets.
This idea was mainly the personal opinion of some experts”.

This idea meant that firms were satisfied with the existing status and did not adapt to changing
market demand. The growth of the cluster slowed, in large part because of this complacency,
which remains today on the part of some firm owners. During the semi-structured interviews,
several interviewees expressed concerns about expanding their firms to the “right size”. Because the
AFM industry is relatively uncommon, entrepreneurs could not borrow substantially from previous
experience and were more susceptible to misinformation. When actors within the cluster cannot discern
the quality of the information they receive, the co-location of firms resulted in frequent interpersonal
interactions, but did not result in a positive local buzz effect [54]. This result was due to fact that all
members had similar knowledge sets, while core knowledge or tacit skills were kept inside a firm as a
secret. The chaotic pieces of information they exchanged everyday were mostly useless and the closed
knowledge system regenerated.

4.2. Phase II: Local Government as a Knowledge Broker Taking Place “Back Stage”

Unlike the common role of Chinese government mentioned by Gao, including driving the
economy, seeking to attract foreign capital, opening markets and so on [55], in this case, the Xianyou
government has tried to act as a broker for innovation rather than as a policy maker. All of the
in-depth interviewees agreed that the most influential act performed by local government was to push
knowledge spillover from outside of the cluster.

4.2.1. Intensifying the Linkage between the Locale and the External

Since the mid-2000s, local government has initiated revitalization programs to stimulate further
growth potential. In the Eleventh Five-year Plan (2006–2010) of Xianyou, the AFM there was first
listed as a promising industry that would be given greater policy attention. Several departments were
established in the county government to be in charge of the AFM industry and to provide public
services. The Professional Committee of Furniture in the Ming and Qing Dynasty, established in
September 2004 as a subdivision of the Chinese Folk Craftsman Association, took part in professional
communications to connect Xianyou with other regions in China, working out local standards for
classical antique furniture and facilitating the inheritance and development of local knowledge.

It has recently become popular for local industrial clusters to establish regional brands. Because
regional brands are generally authorized by higher-level governments, local governments have an
advantage over individuals or firms in terms of political resources or connections. The Xianyou County
government has tried to connect to related national administrative departments to establish regional
brands with a “state prefix”. Xianyou was officially designated the “Capital of Chinese Classical
Furniture” in 2006.

Meanwhile, local government has tried to increase the coherence of the cluster by constructing
physical infrastructure. One street refers to a 10-kilometer-long street of exhibition halls; Four Corridors
refers to four conglomerations of AFM firms along Xianbang, Laibang, Xiandu, and Sanjiao roads;
Two Parks refers to Xianyou Arts and Crafts industrial park and Xianzuo Logistics Park; Five Plazas
refers to the Chinese classical technology expo city, Xianyou international oil city, Xianyou stone arts
culture city, Yonghong cultural city, and the root carving antique city. Although there is little evidence
that this planned infrastructure will enhance knowledge spillover, it does increase the opportunity for
face-to-face communication among local firms. Moreover, trade and cultural events in the industrial
parks and plazas provide public platforms for professional communication and information collecting,
combining local and trans-local learning. Local government has also emphasized craftsman-training
programs. A department of woodcarving arts was established in a vocational school and has provided
students with AFM-related skill training as well as internship opportunities with local firms.
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4.2.2. Temporary Cluster and Trans-Local Learning

The entrepreneurs interviewed agreed that the most influential event marking a new era for the
AFM cluster in Xianyou was collective participation in a national annual furniture fair in Beijing in 2006.
The fair was launched by local government after a year of preparation. This event is viewed as having
promoted national awareness of the Xianyou AFM and as having increased business opportunities.
A government official in charge of organizing local firms in the fair emphasized that “Xianyou was not
historically known for antique furniture . . . Many people had no idea that antique replica furniture was made
in Xianyou in the past. This had caused huge marketing challenges for our local firms. Hence, at that time the
government planned to build a stage for the industry. At the 2006 furniture fair, Xianyou became an overnight
sensation, and our firms got a lot of orders too. It was a big success”. Moreover, with the establishment
of “Xianyou” as a regional brand, large numbers of clients started to visit and investigate the cluster.
The owner of BGX in Daji Village confirmed this in his interview in 2014, saying “ . . . Sales were no
longer a big deal after 2006, because a lot of customers came here who were attracted by the name of Xianyou.
Regular customers also introduced more new customers. You could even hear people on the street talking about
orders, a big deal, or new customers”.

The 2006 fair also had a profound effect on cluster learning. The owner of SF AFM Company,
recalled that “It was the first time for most of us (participants from Xianyou) to have face-to-face
dialog with peers from other regions in China and even abroad. During the fair, we visited an AFM
company chain store in Beijing. What most impressed us was the exquisite show room where all the
furniture was tagged with the company brand, and the clearly marked prices were much higher than
ours. We were all thinking then that we should make some changes. We could do this too—place our
products in a nice room, sell the furniture with our own brand, and charge a better price. Why not?”

Since the late 2000s, local government has organized trade fairs and cultural events to further
increase its power in the national and global industry (Table 3), and it has encouraged local firms to
attend trade fairs in other regions. Professional trade fairs have increased commercial opportunities and
helped local firms to establish relationships with non-local agencies, which has led to less dependence
on emigrant relatives.

Table 3. Local government-initiated promotional since 2009.

Activity Year Established Partner(s) Purpose/Function Participants

“Yiding Cup”: live
creative Chinese
wood-carving
competition

2009, annual

China Arts & Crafts
Association, Fujian Arts
& Crafts Association,
Council of Putian Arts &
Crafts Plaza

To promote innovative
techniques in the
wood-carving industry,
communication between
related industries, and
industrial construction.

In the sixth year (2014),
27 skilled wood carvers from
10 provinces (including Taiwan,
Zhejiang, and Guangdong)
attended the competition

China Tour
of “Xianzuo” 2012, irregular

Xianyou government,
Fujian Arts &
Crafts Association

To adopt a “Xianzuo”
marketing model in
cooperation with auction
companies, to promote the
regional brand and to seek
a new development model

More than 20 local AFM firms
have been involved in these
promotional activities in
Chengdu, Beijing, Chongqing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xuzhou,
and other large and
medium-sized cities.

International Wood
Culture Festival 2014 International Wood

Culture Society

To set up an interactive
platform for research,
discussion, exhibition,
and communication about
wood culture.

More than 400 professional
participants and 100,000 visitors
from more than 70 countries and
regions; more than 5000 pieces
of wooden artwork
were exhibited.

Sources: [56–58].

The term “temporary cluster” used here to describe trans-local learning on these occasions, where
the buzz of tacit knowledge is believed to exist as well [59]. Relying on the temporary cluster organized
by local government, high-quality trans-local communication with external clients and peers ensure
that local firms can easily access technological and organizational knowledge. Interactions between
firms coming from different places could engage in effective learning [60]. The temporary cluster
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intensified trans-local learning and linkages, further speeding up the process of local knowledge
creation and diffusion. Knowledge deeply embedded in the traditional kinship-based network began
to be freed up in this stage.

4.3. Phase III: Focal Outsiders Revive the Knowledge System

Since the mid-2000s, a group of new investors who had no AFM-related career experience (hereby
defined as “focal outsider”) but who noticed the increasing profitability of AFM have entered this
industry. According to the Xianyou Publicity Office, new AFM firms comprised roughly 20% of the
cluster in 2013 and have already contributed to the increase in local annual production. The focal
outsiders made crucial changes to the learning system of the AFM in Xianyou.

4.3.1. Kinship Based Learning System Broken by New Investors

Unlike traditional AFM firms in Xianyou, the focal outsiders have a broad vision based on their
business experience in other industries or regions. They pay more attention to knowledge creation
at both ends of the value chain (product design and development) and to branding and marketing
innovation, rather than to traditional manufacturing knowledge.

To decrease the risk of overdependence on a few skilled craftsmen, they tend to codify traditional
knowledge and standardize some manufacturing processes. Consequently, the apprenticeship period
through learning-by-doing has been shortened, and new workers can operate machinery independently
after a short training period (even only within a couple of days or weeks). More females, especially
married women, who previously had few opportunities to engage in AFM and get a job outside
the home for their traditional status in the family life, can now obtain full or part-time jobs in these
new firms.

With the entry of these outsiders, significant changes have occurred in the local labor market that
has affected local learning dynamics. Kinship-based learning and family-owned businesses generated
little mobility for local craftsmen and labor in the initial stage. However, new firms have attracted
local craftsmen with higher wages, closer family connections, or the owners’ high social status in the
locale (for example, two interviewees were the village heads), and these firms have also hired experts
and skilled workers from other regions to expand production capacity. Some investors have even
co-established AFM firms with local craftsmen. Competition for craftsmen among peer firms has
increased greatly, and the mobility of ordinary workers and especially of experienced craftsmen has
increased quickly, which facilitates knowledge flow. Because of the increased mobility of the local
labor market, neighboring firms can obtain valuable information from one another, and the local buzz
has been amplified.

4.3.2. Focal outsiders Play as Knowledge Brokers

The AFM cluster in Xianyou has undergone another crucial transformation since the worldwide
financial crisis of 2008. This transformation began with the emergence of LTH, a large, modern AFM
corporation in Xianyou. Mr. Li, the founder, invested 500 million RMB to build a large factory
(10,000 m2), introduce up-to-date machinery, and recruit 3000 employees. To existing local firms,
the huge investment of LTH, without a related career background, was viewed as a reckless decision
and destined to fail. “Almost everyone predicted at that time that LTH would be a big joke. Everyone was
mocking the recklessness of the businessman because he had never worked in this industry. Some firm owners
explained their worry that LTH might take away their market share, but more strongly believed that it would
close down within a short time. The public viewed the LTH firm as the product of an impractical investment”,
one interviewee from XBMY said. However, LTH grew quickly in the next five years and has become a
major taxpayer and the top AFM firm in Xianyou. Its annual production value exceeded 10 billion
RMB in 2013, accounting for close to one-third of the total value of the cluster.

Success of LTH was partly attributed to its innovative business model in combination with
mass-production business experience borrowed from other regions and local, small-volume customized
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production based on traditional crafts. The founder, a successful businessman in the oil and natural
gas sector, had financial resources and an open mind. He realized both the great potential value of
traditional hands-on skills and the weak innovative capacity in local family-owned business compared
to large companies in other cities of China.

The company established two production systems, one based on traditional hands-on methods,
and the other based on modern mechanization. Local craftsmen have been employed to make
high-quality AF by hand, to support traditional culture and to improve commercial value. To improve
the productivity of mid- and lower-level manufacturing, the company uses modern machinery.
Local knowledge has been codified in the form of patents, machinery, and technological pamphlets.
Labor demand has increased as LTH has expanded its production, and many workers have immigrated
into the cluster.

As with Hargadon and Sutton’s notion that knowledge brokers’ function as agents of knowledge
transferring and combining [25], LTH plays two such roles to assure the survival and development
of the entire district. On the one hand, LTH built the trans-local knowledge transferring channel to
enhance external learning-based linkages. LTH has emphasized trans-local learning and has organized
a team to collect the latest industry-related information at trade fairs, governmental conferences, and
visits to outside AFM firms. Moreover, to improve its design and technological capability, LTH has
established cooperative relationships with research institutions and universities (such as Nanjing
Forestry University). As a consequence, a 300-person design department was established, and a
new product line that combines characteristics of both antique and modern furniture was launched
successfully in 2011. This new product line represents more than half of the firm’s annual production.
By February 2014, the number of product patents had reached 2000.

On the other hand, LTH acts as a talent reservoir that combines different knowledge sources.
In order to obtain adequate high-quality labor and avoid potential overdependence on a few
experienced craftsmen, LTH established a system of collective learning to initiate communication
and discussion, encourage integrity of skills sets and knowledge, and give experienced craftsmen
incentive to cultivate potential talent. During the 2008 crisis, many family-owned AFMs went bankrupt,
and some owners applied for positions in LTH. A director of craftsmen in LTH recalled, “The boss often
invited all the experienced craftsmen (in the firm) to sit together to discuss manufacturing skills and to work
out a plan for training new craftsmen. Although we (the craftsmen) had known each other well before because
we lived in the same town, we had never discussed such things in detail. You can imagine, such face-to-face
communication and brainstorming are very efficient ways to deal with practical problems... We (skilled craftsmen)
are responsible for on-site training of new workers and we can get extra bonuses as skilled trainers. According
to the company’s rule, we put individuals with strong talent or motivation in a special group and offer them
more guidance”.

With the goal of improving its status in the Chinese AFM industry and promoting the cluster’s
awareness in China and abroad, LTH has maintained an open business strategy and acts as a knowledge
broker. All of its factories are open to clients, local people, AF fans and visitors, and peer firms (local and
from elsewhere), which facilitates spillover of the company’s internal knowledge among the cluster.
The company also helps to connect local entrepreneurs with AFM-related practitioners in other places
by hosting professional workshops, forums, expert lectures, topic conferences, and other activities
for the AF fan club. These opportunities for face-to-face communication enable local firms to make
trans-local connections without leaving the cluster.

4.3.3. Transformation of Traditional AFM Firms

In-depth interviews with four other entrepreneurs (LHS, HJJ, JFX, XMG) provided information
about recent technological innovations and concerns about LTH and also confirmed the existence of
effective localized learning. Furthermore, inspired by LTH’s success, a new round of investments took
place in the cluster. SZGD, established in 2010, is a typical case. These so-called “LTH style” firms
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strive to follow the open learning model in combination with local knowledge sharing with external
learning channels.

As more successful LTH-style firms emerge in the cluster, traditional firms feel increasing pressure
and are encouraged to invest in trans-local marketing networks and knowledge creation to keep pace
with changes in the industry. In the words of L3’s owner, “My family has been in this business for five
generations, but we have never encountered such a serious challenge as what happened recently in the cluster.
We have to make some crucial changes with the vision to promote our family business to a higher level; otherwise
we will one day lose out to the increasingly serious competition”. A group of traditional firms including SF
have begun to cooperate with external schools of arts and crafts for technological innovation, product
development, and craftsmen training.

Looking more closely at the recent transitions in the cluster learning system, signs of interactions
between local and trans-local learning are apparent. New institutions that allow opportunities for
local actors to learn core furniture manufacturing knowledge were started by LTH or were derived
from ideas generated by visiting non-local actors. New ideas from outside mediated through brokers
triggered the transition in learning mechanisms. The formation of active localized learning in turn
resulted in the emergence of more trans-local linkages. As a firm acquires information and knowledge
from neighboring competitors, it builds trans-local linkages to increase its own competitiveness.
Following LTH’s model, other larger local actors began to invest in building knowledge links with
research institutions from outside the cluster.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Against the background of China’s economic transformation, whether China can avoid the
middle-income trap is probably one of the most important economic questions facing the world
today [61]. The dilemma that apprentice-based clusters are facing could be seen as a miniature version
of China’s economy that is unable to compete with either more advanced scientific parks (because of
lower efficiency) or less developed economies (because of higher costs). From a national level to ABCs
at the local level, significant efforts needs to be made to foster their innovation capability in order to
survive amidst serious competition.

Therefore, the contributions of this research are two-fold. First, this paper addresses the
context of economic transformation and provides empirical insights into knowledge acquisition
in apprentice-based clusters rather than innovative and creative clusters. ATM industries, through
upgrading their industrial knowledge, could also become the engine which drives the economic
development of regions with similar knowledge-intensive industrial clusters. Second, it adds to the
debate regarding the key issue of how knowledge brokers emerge and evolve during the transformation
process of ABCs. It finds ABC should break out of their traditional kinship-based learning system
through employing knowledge brokers. We analyzed the role of government as well as focal firms as
brokers driving the processes of new knowledge creation and diffusion within the ABCs and found
that various actors played different roles in each stage of development. In the beginning stages of
an apprenticeship industrial cluster, the knowledge system is relatively closed and cannot adapt to
changes in the market, because the knowledge is based on kinship or relative transmission. With the
scale of industrial clusters continuing to expand, the government set up a channel for knowledge
connection between local industrial clusters and the outside world through exhibition, conference,
and other forms. In addition, some “focal outsiders” have tried to function as agents of knowledge
transferring and combining, thus promoting the re-development of the apprenticeship industry cluster.

The case of the AFM cluster in Xianyou demonstrates how a knowledge system evolves in ABCs.
It appears that the apprentice-based learning system is crucial during early stages of the cluster
evolution. At the intra-cluster level, knowledge is mainly shared through kinship relationships, which
can result in frequent interpersonal interactions, but lacks a positive local buzz because members have
similar knowledge sets but core knowledge or skills are kept secret. Later, the apprentice learning
system was complemented and relatively relegated by local government and focal firms. In particular,
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the focal outsiders without an AFM-related background, such as LTH, acted as knowledge brokers in
the cluster, significantly changing the learning ecology and growth trajectory of the cluster.

To sustain the ABCs, it is generally thought that government policies need to be
cluster-specific [62]. The policies should focus on promoting knowledge centers and links to the outside
and provide infrastructure for knowledge transference. To design and implement cluster-specific
policies, government should assume the role of a knowledge broker to strengthen its governmental
institutional capabilities, especially in linking firms or individuals to other non-firm actors in clusters
such as universities, government R&D institutes, and so on, by means of temporary clusters.

Furthermore, the knowledge brokers’ role played by leading “focal outsiders” should not be
underestimated, as in the case examined here, in which they built a platform for trans-local innovation.
Although these focal outsiders accumulate little specific knowledge concerning new industries, they
can use their experience from other industries and exert influence on local knowledge learning
by generating knowledge spillover beyond their former learning networks. In addition, they also
stimulate the mobility of the local labor market, which contributes to increasing knowledge spillover
in the locale.

While we demonstrate the positive influences of these focal outsiders, it does not mean we
should overlook the negative impact LTH has had on the sustainability of apprentice-based clusters.
When such focal firms hire experienced craftsmen with a higher wage, it also means other peer firms
lose excellent employees. Will it further reduce the profitability of the local smaller firms? Will the
cluster confront a decline or “hollowing out” upon the relocation of LTH? These are questions that still
require further investigation and discussion.
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